MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:

Dr. Kissinger, Asst to P for NSA
Amb. Huang Chen, PRC
Maj. Gen. Brent Scowcroft, Dept. Asst to P for NSA

DATE AND TIME: Friday, July 6, 1973
10:15 am

PLACE: San Clemente, Calif.

Huang: Said Sihanouk hadn't gotten our messages.

Kissinger: We can't control Lon Nol group says. They know nothing about our conversations so on their part it is just speculation.

As I said, we propose (underline) if necessary, for only 90 days. This would take care of realities of the situation. We have no interest in Cambodia - we agree with the Prime Minister's statement to Bruce. We would welcome (underline) government (underline) and Peking and one which would (underline) to participate in great power (underline) But it is a delicate problem for us - how to encourage the situation. If we are pushed into an undignified position it will make it difficult for us to do other things over the next 2 or 3 years which may be necessary. It (be ended?) is important that Cambodia (underline) in a way not unnecessarily (underline) for the United States. We take care not to embarrass you publicly. It is not in our interest to create conditions (underline)
which are unnecessarily difficult for both sides.

Huang: As Prime Minister said to Bruce on Cambodia, we hope for an early solution, but we can't negotiate for Sihanouk. You must negotiate with Sihanouk.

[PETER - Please look at second page on yellow sheet and see if and how it should be typed.]
Friday, 6 Jul 1973

The Conference in San Clemente

10:00 a.m. Arrival of
Amb. Huang Chen

10:15 a.m. HAK (Amb. Huang Chen)

1:00 p.m. Mid-Luncheon with Huang

3:00 p.m. Departure of Huang
Dinner hosted by Mr. & Mrs. Huang Chen, 4th Bielos, LA.
HAK-Huang July 6, 1973
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If I could call Bob apare HAK in Asia, if Hape would sort a few words together it should be well received there. Help me to write to Chinese people.

We will stop all operation about China soonest.

A: Good Schumke didn't get them many.
B: We must send food and guns report. They have nothing about war except to see us just kick ass.

As said, we propose to evacuate Jews for any likely. This would be cruel and obvious if not. We would give no assistance. We agree to send more for our friends. We would welcome any people who believe in our cause and would support us.

If we join with one united people, we have a chance to survival. And our past with our unification of power will make it easy. We see the other things will not change which way in the end.

The important thing Cambodia has done is to move away from communist domination. For that we must take care not to encourage that publicly. It is not in our interest to continue relations with the one communists in the future.

The CM should talk to American on Cambodia, with his own early solution, that we can get cooperation for us. You must cooperate with American.